XIV SPANNABIS CHAMPIONS CUP 2019 (BARCELONA)
Cannabis Magazine and Cáñamo join forces once again to organize the XIV Spannabis Champions Cup, with
no doubt, the reference cannabis cup in our country.
Hereby we send you this information, inviting you to participate in this next edition, which award ceremony
will take place on 15th March 2019 at Spannabis auditorium.

Contest is open to:
• National and international seed companies.
• National grow shops.
• National Cannabis related associations.
These are the new prizes and categories:
Sativa: First, second and third prize.
Indica: First, second and third prize.
CBD: First, second and third prize.
Solvent extractions: First, second and third prize.
Non solvent extractions: First, second and third prize.
Al entries will be analyzed by a professional laboratory (cannabinoids and solvents) and these will be the
special awards given by the laboratory:
Vegetal sample with the highest THC level.
Vegetal sample with the highest CBD level.
Cleanest sample (Non solvent extractions).

During several editions, Spannabis Champions Cup has had a charitable vocation. All the benefits that were
collected, aside from the expenses caused by the organization of the cup and the analysis of the samples,
were destined to different projects based on the use of medicinal cannabis (ICEERS and OECM).
In this edition we want to reward the participants, as they are a fundamental part of Spannabis Champions
Cup. Precisely for this reason, the first prizes of each category will e at least € ,
, a a ou t that will
increase depending on the participation. Again, all the profits collected will be used to reward the best
breeders, growers and extractors.

Requirements to participate in the XIV Spannabis Champions Cup:
1. The representatives and contacts from the participating companies must be of legal age.
2. Only Spanish cannabis related associations, Spanish Grow Shops and national and international Seed Banks
may compete in the contest.
3. Every participant may hand over a maximum of two varieties per category.
4. Each sample can only be registered under the name of a Grow Shop, a Cannabis Association/Club or Seeds
Bank. The strain and the contestant names must be clearly provided. We wo ’t a ept collaborations or
group participations
5. Categories: Sativas / Indicas / CBD-rich / Solvent extractions / Non solvent extractions.
6. Participants will have to pay € 242,00 (VAT included) if participating with only one variety a d € 8 , (VAT
included) per variety if participating with more than one.
7. Every contestant will have to hand over 12 grams non split up in the case of vegetable samples, and 6 grams
split in 6 equal parts for extractions (solvent and solvent-less). Handling of entries will be carried out by an
external entity with lab quality.
8. Delivery must be only done by shipping company or courier, never by National Postal Service. Organization
o ’t be liable for a y lost or seized shippi g.
9. Every contestant must fill in an application for
that a
e fou d i the up’s we site
(https://cannabischampionscup.com/scc/inscripcion-3/?lang=en) for each category in which they wish to
participate. Afterwards we will personally contact every participant to give them a code to be used to label
each entry and the address where to deliver it.
10. The code sent to the participants will be changed before sending the entries to the judge.
11. The omission and / or non-compliance of any of the steps established by the organization and required for
participation, from registration to submission of samples, will result in immediate disqualification.
12. All the buds must be manicured, clean of leaves and stems and free from pests and moulds.
13. A professional laboratory will realize solvent and cannabinoids tests.
14. The members of the jury shall reserve the right to dismiss samples for pathologies or quality reasons.
15. Samples that do not have a minimum quality in the solvents analysis will be disqualified.
16. In CBD-rich category, samples with a THC:CBD ratio lower than 1:1 (must have 1:1, 1: , : …) ill be o ed
to Indica or Sativa category.
17. The jury will score the varieties solely in terms of its smell, taste and presence.
18. The jury shall be composed of people specialized in each category that will be anonymous until the end of
the cup. There will also be a maximum of five famous guests as judge members.
19. Scores and analysis results of the winners will be made public. All contestants will have access to their
laboratory tests and to the scores of their own entries once the cup has ended.
20. Entries reception must be done from the 1st December 2018 until the 15th January 2019, and the inscription
fee payment any time before 15th January 2019. No samples or payments will be accepted out of this term.
21. The awards ceremony will be held on Friday 15th of March 2019 at 20:00h, in Fira de Cornellà Auditorium and
during the celebration of the XVI edition of Spannabis.
22. The infringement of any of the previously established points will suppose the imminent disqualification of
the participant.
Registration: https://cannabischampionscup.com/scc/inscripcion-3/?lang=en
Information: info@cannabischampionscup.com
ORGANIZERS

